Keeping the stable doors open before the horse bolts

Using standards of due diligence, working through regional institutions and conducting a less doctrinal debate at the time of crisis will help to apply the Responsibility to Protect in cases such as Burma and Zimbabwe
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In 2005 the member states of the United Nations unanimously supported language entrenching the Responsibility to Protect doctrine as a part of international law and custom. Many did so because they believed in the need for a fundamental shift in the understandings of state sovereignty, both in terms of relationships between states and their citizens, and of governments’ responsibility for those relationships to the international community. Indeed, maybe for the first time, governments were forced to consider the people living within their borders as citizens rather than subjects, and to understand the international community as bound by common values and growing legal powers to define responsibilities and sanction behaviour.

Realising this shift, however, continues to pose many problems, political, legal and practical, which, it is recognised, will resolve themselves only gradually, and in tandem with progress on a multitude of levels.

Key to making the Responsibility to Protect doctrine a meaningful part of international law and policy is to keep the focus firmly on supporting and protecting people on the receiving end of widespread and systematic human rights abuses and violations of International Humanitarian Law, rather than debating its language in isolation and in primarily doctrinal terms at the point of crisis.

From the more recent cases in which the Responsibility to Protect language has been used, such as Kenya, Zimbabwe and Burma, several points appear to merit further exploration:

1. the need to contextualise the Responsibility to Protect debate within important developments in international human rights law (such as standards of due diligence and proportionality);
2. addressing the problematic conceptual contraction of the doctrine to armed intervention, and issues of timing of debate; and
3. the beneficial role that consistent national and regional institutional engagement can play in preparing the ground for broader acceptance of the Responsibility to Protect doctrine.
The duty of care and the Responsibility to Protect: applying standards of due diligence

The unanimous commitment to realising the Responsibility to Protect by the member states of the UN in 2005 significantly contributed to the entrenchment of the doctrine in international law and policy. At the same time, its use has been strangely divorced from other key developments in international law, in particular human rights law. At the moment, the Responsibility to Protect often appears to be purely discussed as a matter of protecting civilians in armed conflict, and thus as primarily related to International Humanitarian Law. Taken together with the continuing misinterpretation of the Responsibility to Protect as a right to intervene rather than as a burden of responsibility to act in response to risks to people1, the current interpretation fails to do justice to the fundamental positive change that the doctrine entails for the relationship between citizen, the nation state and the international community.

The application of the Responsibility to Protect has to be seen in conjunction with other, wider developments in international human rights law, in particular the increasingly accepted use made of standards of due diligence to promote the justiciability of both civil and political and economic, social and cultural rights. The Burmese case in particular demonstrates the importance of emphasising the interdependence of rights and the need for their respect, protection and fulfilment. Clearly the cyclone Nargis was a natural disaster and not an armed conflict, but the subsequent rise in fatalities was arguably the result of conscious negligence of both civil and political, and economic, social and cultural rights (such as access to adequate standards of health care) of the affected citizens at the hands of their own government.

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Louise Arbour makes a strong case that “Whether we call it responsibility to protect or anything else, States have a responsibility to extent (sic) protection [to the people on their territory] equally against genocide, as against famine, disease, ignorance, deprivation of the basic necessities of life, discrimination and the lack of freedom. To suggest otherwise would be a very regressive and legally untenable position.”3

When seeking to understand the question of a state’s responsibility to protect its citizens in the context of duties of care, arguments necessarily have to take stock of standards of due diligence. These are increasingly used in international human rights law to establish rights and their justiciability in particular in relation to discrimination and exclusion from access to economic, social and cultural rights, and to end violence against women. Conceptualising failure of a state to live up to its responsibilities from this angle does therefore not only make such failures justiciable under international law4, but depending on scale and intent, may allow them to be understood as Crimes Against Humanity.5

This approach is further supported by ample evidence that abuse suffered by civilians in armed conflict extends beyond death or injury directly attributable to the use of force6, and reaches across the whole spectrum of civil and political, economic, social and cultural rights7. Whether the widespread and systematic abuse of their individual or communities’ rights
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1 Arbour, Louise (2008): The Responsibility to Protect as a duty of care in international law and practice, in: International Studies Review 34/2008, pp. 447ff, and previously in her address to Trinity College on the same subject on 23 November 2007
4 Thakur, Ramesh, The Daily Times, Getting real with R2P, 28/05/08
happens as a result of war or a natural disaster is entirely irrelevant.\footnote{See for instance Oxfam’s analysis of 2007 that of the 4 million dead as many have died a result of the conflict as have died from hunger and disease (Oxfam International (2007): Conflict in the DR. Congo, http://www.oxfam.org/en/emergencies/congo/in-depth, last accessed 25/07/2008}} The need for protection remains.\footnote{Axworthy, Lloyd (2008): It’s time to intervene, in: Ottawa Citizen, 13 May 2008, p. 2}

From this angle, both Burma and Zimbabwe are cases which in principle fall within the thrust of the Responsibility to Protect report by the International Commission on State Sovereignty, and also within the eventually agreed language of the Responsibility to Protect as used in the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document\footnote{United Nations (2005): 2005 World Summit Outcome Document, A/RES/60/1, art. 138-140}.

**Challenging short-termism and contraction of argument in relation to the language of the Responsibility to Protect**

The discussion of the applicability of the Responsibility to Protect doctrine has merits for the development of international law, and a more continuous debate – which should also include more broadly non-governmental organisations (NGOs) - is overdue. However, the cases of Zimbabwe and Burma demonstrate that seeking to use the Responsibility to Protect language as a legitimising lever for action at the boiling point of a crisis may radically reduce the chances for the principles of the doctrine being used effectively and for prompt emergency action to be taken.

Yet this is not easy when even proponents of the doctrine such as Donald Steinberg, Deputy President of the International Crisis Group, find it hard to place situations within the remit of the doctrine ahead of major bloodshed. Concerning Kenya he noted for instance that when violence first began to spill out of control the crisis was “squarely in a ‘pre-R2P’ stage”.\footnote{Address by Donald Steinberg, Deputy President, International Crisis Group at the Cardozo Law School, Yeshiva University, New York, 10 March 2008}

Arguably, the situation was fully a case for the Responsibility to Protect, but with emphasis on the duty to prevent further aggravation. His comment illustrates that there are as yet no agreed, tangible anchoring points for when a situation can be usefully placed into the Responsibility to Protect context without there having been massive confrontation, or loss of life. Yet, the “duty to prevent” as spelled out under the doctrine, has to necessarily involve engagement before the situation reaches any such a point,\footnote{International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (2001): The Responsibility to Protect – Report, p. 19} let alone a crisis stage, metaphorically asking the international community to keep the stable doors open before the horse bolts.

Indeed, the duty to prevent is the mainstay of the doctrine and members of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty which spawned the doctrine, warn of an unhelpful contraction of the debate around the Responsibility to Protect to the sole issue of the use of armed force in countries in which a government is hostile to international engagement. Any action under the doctrine should be triggered by rule-based processes and encompass preventive diplomacy, via humanitarian support to multilateral military action and commitments for post-conflict reconstruction while maintaining proportionality of response.\footnote{Evans, Gareth (2007): The limits of state sovereignty: the Responsibility to Protect in the 21st century, Eighth Neelam Tiruchelvam Memorial Lecture, Colombo, 29/07/2007, p. 6}

However, despite the clear recognition of the need to emphasise political and diplomatic engagement\footnote{“Political and diplomatic intervention is the first mechanism.” Kofi Annan, quoted by Cohen Roger, African Genocide Averted, New York Times, 03/03/08}, the ad hoc, conceptually truncated and untimely use of the Responsibility to Protect language persists, and risks becoming the greatest enemy to achieving progress on its principles. Neither did the crisis in Zimbabwe emerge overnight, nor were the politically rooted limitations of access to Burma unknown when the cyclone struck. It is thus the absence of Zimbabwe on the UN SC agenda before 23rd June 2008\footnote{UN Security Council Meeting Minutes (2008): S/PV.5919, S/PV.5920, S/PV5921, and Statement by the President of the Council S/PRST/2008/23, of 23 June 2008}, and the failure to
deliberate and act in relation to Burma despite decades of compelling evidence, that
demonstrate the collective failure of the key members of the Security Council to implement
the Responsibility to Protect doctrine.

It remains a political reality, however, that Russia, China and South Africa staunchly resisted
any attempts to put both Burma and Zimbabwe onto the UN Security Council agenda.
Despite clear indications that for instance China is proactively engaging with the debate on
changing understandings of sovereignty and the Responsibility to Protect, the country
remains openly suspicious of the use of the doctrine in the Security Council and is keen to
kick the issue into the long grass of General Assembly debate. Key points voiced in this
context include the different perceptions that countries in the developing and industrialised
world may have of the value of the Westphalian concept of sovereignty for their own
autonomous progress, and concerns about the prevailing lack of procedural clarity in relation
to the Responsibility to Protect. The focus on the need to address crises first of all from a
national perspective is also echoed by South Africa’s President Thabo Mbeki.

All this points to a growing separation between perceptions of lawfulness and legitimacy in
relation to the way the Responsibility to Protect doctrine is used and the debate needs to be
urgently depoliticised. As long as Responsibility to Protect is debated only when the urgency
of the matter at hand requires to have the use of force on the table, the more the language of
the doctrine will be perceived as being exploited by countries viewed as proponents of
intervention, and the more it will become a red rag for its opponents.

The UN Security Council thus needs to do more to table the relevant debates, addressing
contentious cases way ahead and independently of crises. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki
Moon’s recent reiteration of his commitment to the doctrine must therefore not just involve
further deliberation outside the UN Security Council, as appears to be his suggestion, but
also at the Council itself. Roberta Cohen’s proposals for developing standards also in relation
to government responses to disaster relief could be a helpful complementing component to
such discussions.

However, even belated diplomatic activity at crisis point has value and should be promoted
more openly in connection with the Responsibility to Protect to build confidence around its
use. Kenya is a case in point where UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon used the language
very clearly, but narrowly targeted it at the national process. While global media attention
and reporting continued with a strong focus on the violence on the ground, the majority of
political efforts were invested into diplomatic mediation involving several mediators between
the high level parties to address their concerns about power balance as much as of
misrepresentation of election results, and responsibilities for promoting violence. This
unfortunately cannot be said of the Zimbabwean case, where efforts to find a mutually
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accepted and broader mediation team came only to fruition on the back of a campaign of
violence in preparation of the problematic presidential election run-off. The recently
announced creation of a reference group for Thabo Mbeki to advise in the mediation
process could have been usefully done much earlier to maintain the trust in the process for
all parties involved. In the case of Burma, it was arguably eventually Ban Ki Moon’s
negotiations focusing on widening the existing severely constrained access of humanitarian
support which brought about the necessary changes in the policy of the Burmese
government, rather than public pressures from outside the region or international sword-
rattling. 

By couching efforts of this kind in the language of the Responsibility to Protect from early on,
more emphasis could be given to the first duty under the doctrine: the duty to prevent,
interpreted usefully in many cases as the duty to prevent making matters worse rather than
debating doctrinal clarity.

Supporting consistent national and regional engagement with the
doctrine

The role of regional and sub-regional actors in conflict prevention has been promoted for
several reasons since the 1990s: their advantages in detecting early warning signs, existing
communication lines with neighbouring governments and armed groups, and shared political
and cultural understandings of interaction. It is also true that neighbouring countries in
particular have a major interest in stability, since its absence will affect their own. In addition
the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document gives in the context of country specific
peacebuilding special responsibility to ‘relevant regional organizations’ in mobilising
appropriate action when national authorities fail.

Yet as Louise Arbour points out, while geographical proximity strengthens the practical
pressures to respond, international law does not absolve the wider international community
beyond the immediate sub-region from its responsibility to engage as well. In practice and
policy, however, the record of engagement with crises on the basis of the Responsibility to
Protect has remained fragmented and uneven by both, the international community writ large
and also regional organisations. While over the past decade several regional organisations
have given themselves some form of stronger or weaker mandate to engage with issues of
armed conflict within the region or between their members, their practical translation into
protocols for action remains weak. In some cases, sub-regional bodies’ practical experience
and capabilities to engage with peace and security governance issues remains stronger than
those that the regional organisations have on offer (compare ECOWAS with the AU). Yet it is
increasingly the latter which are the target of relevant demands and capacity building from
the United Nations as it tries to fulfil its role of guaranteeing regional and global security.

Further, with the exception of the African Union, most regional organisations frame their
engagement in peace and security governance using terminology which is different from the
Responsibility to Protect language, and which often puts emphasis on the principles of
sovereignty and non-interference. This is also the case for instance for both the Southern
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Africa Development Community (SADC)\textsuperscript{29} and the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)\textsuperscript{30}. The general reluctance to engage forcefully with each other, both regionally or bilaterally, is illustrated for instance in the Asian case by the fact that while the governments of Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand\textsuperscript{31} repeatedly expressed concerns about the situation in Burma, none of the governments or ASEAN collectively have so far taken public and severe measures to apply pressure for change in the country.\textsuperscript{32} Bilateral diplomatic efforts of engagement with Burma have focused either on specific policy areas, such as resolving drugs trafficking concerns and encouraging trade\textsuperscript{33}, or on communicating with the government, suggesting a number of reforms, and accepting the country as a member of the ASEAN to foster its integration.

The chronology of events has worked differently within the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC). While Burma has grown more into ASEAN as it continued to face international isolation, Zimbabwe’s originally high degree of integration in SADC has been undermined by its own government policy. Yet even in this case fellow members have actively used SADC to reach out to Zimbabwe - at times accepting a loss of credibility to keep Zimbabwe involved, as for example with the widely criticised whitewash SADC election observer reports. Similarly, individual politicians, such as South Africa’s Thabo Mbeki have taken extraordinary pains to demonstrate solidarity. Only on very rare occasions has the carpet of approval been publicly pulled away from under him, for instance when unionised workers refused to offload a Chinese arms shipping for Zimbabwe during the recent election campaign, and were supported by the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and African National Congress (ANC) leader Jacob Zuma\textsuperscript{34}. The same line of solidarity has also publicly been kept up by African Union\textsuperscript{35}.

At the same time independent regional commentators have conspicuously broken ranks. Ghanaian Parliamentarians are reported to have supported sanctions\textsuperscript{36}, Desmond Tutu publicly requested the AU to investigate in the country the need and opportunities for intervention in the country under the Responsibility to Protect\textsuperscript{37}, and journalists in Tanzania expressed concern and supported external intervention\textsuperscript{38}. Although the AU has failed to publicly criticise Mugabe, pressures on his government have evidently increased, and while admittedly coming late, have lead to grudging acceptance of power sharing talks between the Zimbabwe African National Union – Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) and the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC).

While external expectations of high-profile action under the Responsibility to Protect doctrine are therefore frequently not met by relevant sub-regional and regional bodies, there is evidence for movement and activity that could very well be understood as part of the fulfilment of duties under the doctrine. Accepting that many sub-regional and regional bodies
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have only very recently begun to jointly define their ambitions and are carefully feeling their way into a more active and rules-based role in peace and security governance, the overall trend may be more positive than often decried. Although at times frustrating, the continued inclusion of ‘delinquent’ states in regional bodies can be understood as one of the strongest reasons for their existence. They provide a practical approach to keeping communication lines open, while and where other sanctions - such as the long standing US policy towards Burma\(^{36}\), or the “Common Position” of the European Union\(^{40}\) - provide a background of pressures. The significant external support for stronger engagement with rules-based processes for regional bodies could thus still bear fruit. While one of the slowest avenues to progress, regional and sub-regional bodies may prove to be one of the most effective conduits for developing buy-in for the Responsibility to Protect doctrine in the long term.

### Conclusion

Despite clear practical and political obstacles, the development of the Responsibility to Protect doctrine constitutes a great achievement in the way the relationships between citizens, state and the wider international community are conceptualised. Building on the broader human security debate, the doctrine places people at the centre. It defines duties of care initially for the state they reside in, but then overall for the wider international community in situations where governments fail to protect people against widespread and systematic abuses of their rights.

The large-scale and serious impact of deliberate government policy on ordinary people in both the Zimbabwean and Burmese cases highlights the impossibility of separating civil and political rights from economic, social and cultural rights when assessing impact of government action or inaction against people affected by direct or indirect abuse of their rights at the hands of state or non-state actors.

Standards of due diligence have become an accepted prism of interpretation to assess respect, protection and fulfilment of rights under both Covenants under international human rights law. They prove to be equally useful for guiding analysis in relation to the Responsibility to Protect doctrine, which can be meaningfully applied to both the Burmese and Zimbabwean case on grounds of neglect of duties of care by these governments for their people, independent of whether the resulting widespread and systematic human rights abuses are connected to the use of armed force.

Yet while in purely doctrinal terms the last year has yielded ample points which may help to clarify the question of applicability of the Responsibility to Protect, the reality of the debate, decision-making processes and opportunities for implementation raise additional questions. In face of high levels of resistance to crisis-led use of the Responsibility to Protect language within the UN Security Council, its membership has so far collectively failed to live up to the mandate given to it by all UN member states to implement the principles of the Responsibility to Protect as agreed in the 2005 World Summit Outcome document. While it is easy, and in some cases may also be proper, to blame the use of stalling tactics and vetoes on a limited, identifiable set of states on the Security Council, those who rightly seek to promote the application and further entrenchment of the doctrine have the responsibility to undertake broader confidence-building work that reduces the impact of misconceptions of intent and the risks arising from a separation of arguments of law and legitimacy. In particular the often ad hoc nature of use of the Responsibility to Protect terminology only at points where the potential use of force is also on the table damages the understanding of a legal concept which is built on proportionality of response and involves not only a last resort option for the


\(^{40}\) The European Union’s ‘Common Position’ of 1996, consists of an arms embargo, the suspension of defence cooperation conditions on assistance, a visa ban and asset freeze aimed at the senior military and government members and a prohibition of making finance available to named Burmese state-owned enterprises. (http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/myanmar/intro/index.htm)
use of force to protect civilians, but places at least comparable emphasis on steps to be taken to prevent the abuse of rights, and to rebuild societies. In addition, the shortening of the doctrine gives frequent rise to the unwarranted assumption that intervention is an always necessary part of fulfilling its principles.

In both of the most recent cases in which the Responsibility to Protect has been evoked and questions have been raised about its applicability, sub-regional and regional organisations have also been the target of criticism for lack of engagement with the principles and language of the doctrine. In particular these bodies have been criticised for their failure to demonstrate tangible concern and take adversarial action against the ‘delinquent’ states in their midst. The absence of forceful, united statements has been interpreted as a failure to live up to their responsibilities as immediate or closer neighbours towards the people of member countries suffering widespread and systematic human rights abuse. However, this external criticism, while warranted in terms of the impact of delay of action, should be analysed carefully. First, it includes the risk of the wider international community tacitly divesting itself of its continuing responsibilities under the doctrine; and second it often means that the discourse around the doctrine is again truncated to the element of military intervention, discarding the crucial elements of political and diplomatic engagement through communication channels that run often very effectively within sub-regional and regional organisations. While full public isolation in the subregion of the perceived ‘villains’ may sell well in the global media and with the concerned western public, it may also prove counter-productive in realising the purpose underlying the Responsibility to Protect.

While the Responsibility to Protect doctrine continues to arouse choruses of support and opposition in equal measure, the reality is that its entrenchment and application in policy and law is undeniably advancing, even if through apparently contradictory means such as maintaining communications in the face of public criticism. Despite the apparent setback that the recent debates around Zimbabwe and Burma may entail, these debates have increased awareness of the need to implement the doctrine through a range of balancing streams of work: applying standards of due diligence, conducting broader preparatory work for a holistic use and securing acceptance of the doctrine, and strengthening the role of sub-regional organisations. Each will help international actors to define increasingly workable understandings of responsibilities and a clear rule-based due process for determining action. The debate shows that the Responsibility to Protect has come to stay and implementing it remains an essential item on the global governance agenda.

Global and regional organisations are increasingly being called upon to respond to armed conflicts and humanitarian disasters. However, developing appropriate policies and taking effective action at the international level continues to involve a range of global governance challenges. This set of briefing papers seeks to explore the options and constraints faced by individual countries and multilateral institutions when seeking to implement the Responsibility to Protect. The One World Trust aims in particular to support parliamentarians, senior decision-makers in executive positions, and others in the policy community in their task to contribute to an emerging framework for rule-based and accountable international policy in response to global and regional challenges to human security.